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Editorial: Toxic Visions – Photography and
Pollution
In this Special Issue of Toxic News we explore different ways
of making pollution visible
Dr Thom Davies, Research Fellow at the Department of Sociology, University of Warwick
@ThomDavies
The Hungarian photographer Robert Capa once said: ‘if your photographs are not good
enough, you aren’t close enough’. He was a war photographer and famously captured the
first images of the D-Day landings in 1944 in all their blurry, monochrome horror. Yet
beyond the instantaneous violence of war, another brutality that continues to inspire,
frustrate, and provoke photographers today, is the ‘slow violence’ of toxic pollution.
Conflict photographers have often held up a lens to pollution. W. Eugene Smith
photographed Mercury poisoning in his striking work Tomoko Uemura in Her Bath; Philip
Jones Griffiths revealed war’s toxic legacies in Agent Orange: Collateral Damage in
Vietnam; and James Nachtwey made cough-inducing photographs of Indonesia’s noxious
sulfur mines in the documentary ‘War Photographer’. Nachtwey is a five-time winner of the
prestigious ‘Robert Capa Gold Medal’ for exceptional courage and enterprise. On his
website, among the searing images of torn flesh and mourning mothers, is a section simply
titled ‘Industrial pollution’.
In our epoch of drones, satellite images, and big data, we live in an age where getting
close is not necessarily the best way to ‘see’. With toxic landscapes, Capa’s dictum is not
so simple. How does one ‘get close’ to pollution, if its scale or very materiality is beyond
our grasp? How do we visualise pollution that vibrates beyond the realm of our human
senses, or is rendered invisible by the deferral of harm to future generations? These are
all themes that the photographers and artists featured in this special issue of Toxic News
have aimed to tackle.
"Photographing pollution is often a conversation with the invisible."
Susan Sontag, a philosopher and famed critic of photography, wrote that ‘Today everything
exists to end in a photograph’. If we are to take this quip seriously, then toxic landscapes
certainly don’t make this process easy: simply put, photographing pollution is often a
conversation with the invisible. From nuclear radiation, to microplastic pollution, often the
worst threats we face are the hardest to render visible.
French photographer Mark Riboud, who made some remarkable pictures of China’s
industrial landscapes in the 1950s - is often quoted as saying that ‘taking pictures is
savoring life intensely every hundredth of a second.’ Yet there is an inherent tension
between the quick temporality of photography and the slowly unfolding ‘moment’ of
pollution. How can the neatly captured slices of time that photographs represent, do justice
to the unendingness of toxic harm? As Susan Sontag poetically wrote in her book On
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Photography: ‘all photographs testify to time's relentless melt’. With ‘the Anthropocene’
presenting an apparently endless list of environmental problems, it seems not even ‘deep
time’ will dissolve the long impacts of toxic pollution.
"The camera was born into a world of smokestacks and smog."
In a sense, photography has walked step by step with industrial pollution since its invention
in the early 19th century: the camera was born into a world of smokestacks and smog.
Some of the very first images that the camera would have ‘seen’ were industrial
landscapes. The first known photograph of a human being, for example, was made in Paris
in 1838. The photographer, Louis Daguerre, made a ten minute exposure of a man having
his shoes shined on Boulevard du Temple. Reading this image through the lens of the
Anthropocene however, and it is not only the human that comes into focus, but the many
chimney stacks that adorn each building: it’s not hard to imagine these stacks billowing
coal smoke into the surrounding streets, along with the dawning of the Industrial
Revolution. Indeed, had Daguerre pointed his camera West towards the Seine, he might
have seen the many locomotive factories that once dotted the horizon, or the world’s first
chemical plants that had been producing toxic substances (including nitric, hydrochloric,
and sulphuric acid) in Paris since the 1770s.

The first ever photograph of a human being (bottom left) in 1838, Paris. Was this also the first photographic depiction of the
Anthropocene? Photo by Louis Daguerre

Photography, then, is perhaps the talismanic tool of the Anthropocene - a technology to
shine light onto our opaque and sublime environmental problems. As Sontag explained:
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'Cameras began duplicating the world at that moment when the human landscape started
to undergo a vertiginous rate of change: while an untold number of forms of biological and
social life are being destroyed in a brief span of time, a device is available to record what
is disappearing’.
As others have noted, photography is not simply a mode of recording and documenting,
but is also a vehicle of expression, art, and even activism. Photography has played a vital
role in visualising environmental justice struggles. Photographer Sam Kittner, for example,
photographed the Great Louisiana Toxic March in 1988. He was mentored by
photographer Declan Haun, who made important photographs of Civil Rights protests in
the 1960s. Twenty years later, Kittner bore witness to the dawning of the environmental
justice movement, photographing the toxic landscapes of 'Cancer Alley'. His coverage of
this period both capture the spectacular violence of pollution, as well as the quiet dignity
of front-line activists, echoing the civil rights aesthetic of a generation earlier. Sadly,
Kittmer's photographs remain just as relevant today: thirty years after the Great Louisiana
Toxics March, many of the same communities are still fighting environmental racism.

"I'm tired of smelling my air" - The Great Louisiana Toxic March, 1988. Thirty years later, communities in Cancer Alley are still
protesting their polluted air. ©Sam Kittner

As environmental writer Rob Nixon warned, many forms of pollution are ‘resistant to
dramatic packaging’. Photographers and artists have taken up this challenge, of finding
innovative ways to narrate, translate, and make-visible the peculiar terror of pollution. For
example, we are increasingly aware that plastic is a substance that the earth cannot digest.
Several recent photography projects have dealt with the issue of plastic pollution in visually
striking ways. Photographer Chris Jordan, for instance, takes up the theme of indigestion
in his work ‘Midway: Message from the Gyre’. In a series of remarkable images, he
documents birds on Midway Island in the Pacific who have died through consuming plastic
waste. As he explains on his website: 'The nesting chicks are fed lethal quantities of plastic
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by their parents, who mistake the floating trash for food as they forage over the vast
polluted Pacific Ocean.' His forensic-like images hold a macabre mirror to society, with
each plastic-stuffed Albatross becoming a forewarning of our planet’s potential fate.

'CF000313' from the series Midway: Message from the Gyre. Photo by Chris Jordan

The photographer Mandy Barker meanwhile takes a different approach to her work on
maritime pollution. In her innovative projects Shoal, Soup, and Penalty, she focuses on
discarded marine debris - the flotsam and jettison of the Anthropocene - and creates
galaxy-like photographs of this ubiquitous plastic waste. Echoing 'citizen science'
techniques developed within environmental justice movements, her project ‘Penalty’ was
formed in a participatory way, involving 89 members of the public sending her footballs
they had collected from across world’s shorelines. Hinting at the scale of this toxic issue,
within just four months Barker had amassed 922 marine debris balls, collected from 41
countries, on 144 separate beaches. Describing her project 'Penalty', she wrote: ‘Penalty
is a punishment for breaking a rule in the game of football, and in relation to this project, a
Penalty is the price we will all pay if we do not look after our oceans by managing the over
consumption of plastic and becoming responsible for its disposal’.
In Susan Sontag's final book 'Regarding the pain of Others', published a year before she
died in 2004, she reflected that sometimes ‘There’s nothing wrong with standing back
and thinking’. When I consider how photographers have dealt with the enigma of
visualising pollution, as well as my own small attempts, Sontag's advice holds true;
perhaps more so than Capa's call to simply 'get close'.
The artists and photographers featured in this volume of Toxic News have all stood back
and thought about how to visualise toxicity in their work. In the first article I discuss how
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photographer Mathieu Asselin exposed the social and environmental damage that
Monsanto is causing, in his hard-hitting project 'Monsanto: a photographic investigation'.
In the second article I explore the use of infrared film to visualise nuclear radiation,
through Edward Thompson's innovative project 'The Red Forest'. Taking another
perspective on Chernobyl, in the third article I showcase my own photography project
'Disposable Citizens', which put disposable cameras into the hands of Ukrainians who
still live around the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone.
Staying with the theme of radiation, nuclear geographer Becky Alexis-Martin provides the
fourth article, where she looks beyond the toxic aspects of nuclear waste, and puts
forward the notion of 'para-nuclear waste' in her multi-sited photo-essay. As Becky
explains, 'para-nuclear waste is not radioactive itself, but is an incidental by-product of
the nuclear military industrial complex'. The fifth article continues the focus on
materiality, by focusing on the innovative project ‘Rare Earthenware’ by photographer
Toby Smith and the Unknown Fields collective. I explore how this project examines the
toxic geographies of rare earth minerals, which involved repurposing contaminated mud
from a mine in Inner Mongolia into three radioactive vases. Toby Smith retraced the toxic
journey that rare earth minerals take, from a Chinese mine, to a factory, to a container
ship. In sixth article, I focus on the toxic afterlives of the shipping industry, through Jan
Møller Hansen's striking photography project 'The Graveyard of Giants'. His images
uncover the sheer scale of this perilous labour, and visualise the uneven geographies of
toxic waste.
The seventh article showcases photographer Paul Shambroom's project 'Landscapes of
the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve.' Inspired by Dutch Landscape painting from the
17th Century, Paul pictured the secretive landscapes of the oil reserve, and
contemplates his question ‘How does one photograph something that can't be seen?’
The eighth article presents interview and photo essay with Taiwanese designer Chih
Chiu, where he discusses his thought provoking project 'A Voyage on the Planet'.
Finally, in the ninth article of this Special Issue on 'Toxic Visions', anthropologist Loretta
Lou writes about the third annual 'Toxic Expertise' workshop, which this year focussed on
the theme: '(In)visibility and Pollution: Making Sense of Toxic Hazards and
Environmental Justice.' This workshop took place at the University of Warwick, and
covered many of the themes that the photographers in this volume of Toxic News
explore.
The articles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exposing a Chemical Company
The Red Forest: Picturing Radiation with Infrared Film
Disposable Citizens: viewing Chernobyl through the lens of those live there
The derelict afterlives of para-nuclear waste
Rare Earthenware: photography, pottery, and pollution
Graveyard of Giants: the Toxic Afterlives of Ships
Treasure: Landscapes of the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve
Voyage on the planet: contemplating pollution with Chih Chiu
Toxic Expertise Annual Workshop 2018
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Dan Webster, Lewis Bush, Saskia Warren, Lloyd Jenkins, Angeliki Balayannis, John
Baeten, Hannah Boast and Ian Cook et al.
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Exposing a Chemical Company
Dr Thom Davies, Research Fellow at the Department of Sociology, University of Warwick
@ThomDavies
Many documentary photography projects attempt to reveal the structural violence that
society has wrought. Monsanto: a photographic investigation by photographer Mathieu
Asselin is more specific in its aim: it is a visual call for corporate responsibility. Drawing on
the theme of temporality that pollution often creates, the photobook is a timeline that
documents over 100 years of chemical harm. The book explains through word and image
how the agrochemical company Monsanto has caused ecological, social, and health
problems for countless people across the world.
"The book draws on a wide range of visual techniques to tell its dark story"
If Asselin’s visual project was an academic dissertation, it could be described as using a
‘mixed methods’ approach. I don’t make the comparison to scholarly work lightly: the
photobook is an impressively well researched photo-thesis. It could also be compared to
recent moves within academia towards ‘slow scholarship’: the photobook is the product of
long term investigative documentary work. From studio photographs, to outside portraits,
and from candid images, to landscape photographs, the book draws on a wide range of
visual techniques to tell its dark story.
It is both ethnographic and archival in tone, weaving original images with repurposed
corporate texts and pictures. As Colin Pantall rightly said: ‘it punches home a message by
any means necessary’. The book is both sophisticated and thorough, providing a well
timed antidote to the Greenwashing that chemical companies so often employ. It is no
surprise that a company like Monsanto does everything it can to improve its reputation, as
accusations of environmental injustice still abound: in June this year the company will go
on trial for allegedly hiding evidence that their weed killing products cause cancer.
Monsanto: a photographic investigation extends the conventional borders of documentary
photography, using documents, memorabilia, advertisements, and found objects in its
narration of Monsanto. For example, the first ‘act’ of the book is dedicated to Monsanto
adverts, which create a utopian image of the agrochemical company, which is later
demolished through Asselin’s adroit visual material.
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David Baker (65) at his brother Terry's grave. Terry Baker died at the age of 16 from a brain tumor and lung cancer, caused
by PCB exposure. The average level of PCB in Anniston is twenty-seven times higher than the national
average. EDGEMONT CEMETERY, WEST ANNISTON, ALABAMA, 2012. Photo credit: Mathieu Asselin

The juxtaposition between bullish slogans of Monsanto’s advertisements and Asselin’s
careful documentation of the visual damage the company has caused is striking.
‘Chemicals make you eat better’ reads one corporate message; ‘Chemicals help you to
live longer’ reads another. As Environmental activist Mark Lynas writes in 'Seeds of
Science', Monsanto tried and failed 'to reclaim the word 'chemical' from rising public
distrust and recast it as something good'. Asselin’s photography project becomes an
interrogation, of sorts, exposing these messages for what they are. In one such official
document displayed in the book, a memo from 1969 reads ‘we can't afford to lose one
dollar of business', raising questions about the uneven price of life, and what Subhabrata
Bobby Banerjee calls ‘necrocapitalism’.
The academic project 'ToxicDocs', from Columbia University and the City University of
New York, recently unearthed classified Monsanto documents that demonstrate the
necrocapitalism of the chemical industry. Among the millions of previously classified
documents on industrial poisons that ToxicDocs have disclosed, are hand written notes
from a meeting at Monsanto on 25th August 1969. The document reveals how the
chemical company planned to deal with the harm that their PCBs' were causing to the
environment. At the meeting, they brainstormed several alternative ways forward,
including "1) Go out of business", and "2) sell the hell out of them as long as we can and
do nothing else". Monsanto would continue to sell PCBs for almost a decade longer, until
public pressure helped to ban the chemical in the late 1970s.
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'What do we tell our customers: The Big Question!' Recently revealed documents from a Monsanto meeting in 1969. Documents
found via the Toxic Docs project. (view the original Monsanto documents here)

"The book reminded me of 'multi-sited ethnography' that was made popular by British
Sociologist Michael Burowoy"
Thematically, Monsanto: a photographic investigation can be compared to Philip Jones
Griffiths’ monochrome photography book ‘Agent Orange: Collateral Damage in Vietnam’
(2003). Asselin, born two generations after Griffiths, not only exposes the intergenerational
harm of this deadly defoliant chemical, but also traces the toxic reach of pollution back to
the 'unregulated paradise' of Alabama, USA. In this sense, the book reminded me of 'multisited ethnography' that was made popular by British Sociologist Michael Burowoy, as well
as the 'follow the thing' approach forwarded by human geographer Ian Cook. The global
connections and geographies of harm created by Monsanto are vividly portrayed in this
photobook, in both photographic and extraphotographic ways.
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Thuy` Linh, 21 years old. Third generation Agent Orange victim genetic malformation, born without arms. Thuy` Linh
finished high school 2 years ago. She applied to many universities to study but most of them didn't accept her because
of her missing arms. Her mother finally found a school willing to admit her. She finished her course in design a few
months ago. Currently, she is looking for a suitable job. She went to Tû Dû Obstetrics Hospital when she was 3 years
old and stayed until she was 18.
HO CHI MINH CITY, VIET NAM, 2015. Photo credit: Mathieu Asselin

In 1996, Monsanto® introduced its first GMO seeds. It ensured that farmers could not save the seeds and essentially lost the
ownership of their seeds. Consequently, the power balance shifted away from the farmers to corporations who now own about 80
percent of GM corn and 93 percent of the GM soy market. Now farmers not only have to buy the seeds from the corporations year
after year, but they are also forced to comply with the rules and regulations embedded in the contracts, which are designed to put the
farmers at a juridical disadvantage.
VAN BUREN, INDIANA, 2013. Photo credit: Mathieu Asselin
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Like in other toxic geographies, at first glance the landscapes Asselin documents are not
obviously contaminated, and the people he photographs are not always obviously
affected. The photographs Asselin uses are shot in the places Monsanto touched with its
social and chemical legacy, including Vietnam where many victims of Agent Orange still
live, and the post-industrial landscapes of America, where other toxic legacies persist to
this day. In the book we learn about Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) which Monsanto
continued to manufacture for many years, despite knowing its health risks. We also learn
how exposure to Agent Orange has been linked to myelomas, Parkinson’s disease,
Hodgkin’s disease, lymphomas, Diabetes Type II, Leukemia, Amyloidosis, Prostate
Cancer, and many other illnesses. In this photobook, Asselin exposes the chemical
company to a visual scrutiny not normally given to powerful corporations like Monsanto.
"We are all living downstream of companies like Monsanto"
To quote the writer and photographer Lewis Bush: “It’s really, really rare that a
photobook speaks to you in a way which feels important beyond the narrow realm of
photography, and even does so in a way which feels desperately urgent.” (You can read
his excellent review of the book and an interview with Mathieu Asselin here). Having
spent the last few years doing ethnographic research with communities impacted by
chemical pollution in ‘Cancer Alley’, Louisiana, I am also taken by the urgency of this
subject. This photography project is not a work of historical retrospection, but an ongoing
story that continues to impact the lives of many people around the world. We are all living
downstream of companies such as Monsanto, and meticulously researched documentary
work such as this photobook become important mechanisms to hold such industries
accountable.

‘Monsanto: a photographic investigation’ has been awarded multiple photography prizes, including the Dummy Book Award Kassel
2016, the Aperture Foundation First Book Award in 2017, and was recently shortlisted for the Deutsche Börse Photography
Foundation 2018.

You can follow Mathieu Asselin on twitter here. And find out more about his book here.
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The Red Forest: Picturing Radiation with
Infrared Film
Explore the unseen nature of Chernobyl with photographer
Edward Thompson
Dr Thom Davies, Research Fellow at the Department of Sociology, University of Warwick
@ThomDavies
During my ethnographic research with communities in Chernobyl, Ukraine, a repeated
theme during interviews was the invisibility of pollution. Often my research participants,
who still live on land contaminated by the 1986 nuclear accident, would discuss how
radiation could not be seen: “What can I do?” would be a common response, ‘It hasn’t
got any smell, and it is invisible - what can I do?’ One very elderly woman from a small
village near the Exclusion Zone fence, who was old enough to remember fighting as a
Soviet partisan during the Second World War, explained starkly: ‘At least when the Nazis
were in my village you could see them.’ For others, too, Chernobyl was comparable to an
invisible war. Many people in this marginalised landscape described how they were
impacted by a kind of ‘double exposure’: of state-neglect and invisible pollution. One
simply stated: ‘this is war without war’.
Photographer Edward Thompson deals with the invisibility of radiation in his innovative
project ‘The Red Forest’ (2012). Thompson has photographed various environmental
issues with infrared technology, including Chernobyl in Ukraine, the site of the world’s
worst nuclear disaster. Using Kodak Aerochrome film, which was originally designed for
military surveillance and scientific research, Thompson exposes the danger and beauty
of this toxic landscape. His pictures reveal a unique pallet of light - or radiation - that is
not normally visible to our human senses. As he explains in his book:
‘Deep Soviet burgundy now once again covers Chernobyl’s abandoned villages,
something that has become eerily prophetic since the work’s creation in 2012 with
separatist movements and Russia’s involvement in Ukraine.’
As writer and photographer Lewis Bush observed, ‘from its very start the Chernobyl
disaster attracted that most revealing and un-secretive of things; the camera.’ Indeed, I
could have dedicated an entire volume of Toxic News to the many ways Chernobyl has
been photographed. Documentary photography projects like ‘Chernobyl Legacy’ by Paul
Fusco; ‘Shadows of Wormwood’ by Arthur Bondar; ‘After Chernobyl’ by Michael Forster
Rothbart; 'The Long Shadow of Chernobyl' by Gerd Ludwig; and ‘Bastard Eden’ by
Donald Weber, are just some notable examples of how this infamous place has been
pictured by talented photographers. Chernobyl is a highly surveilled landscape. As well
as countless ‘ruin porn’ photographs that toxic tourists take each year, the radiated
landscape has now been visualised through drone photography, wildlife-trap cameras,
and even recast as a computer game, which geographer Nick Rush-Cooper discusses
here. I remember a photographer friend in Kyiv telling me, sarcastically, that ‘every
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Ukrainian photographer has a story about Chernobyl’: it is the go-to place to do a ‘human
interest’ story.
"Thompson puts the challenge of invisibility at the centre of his work"
But there’s another reason that photographers are so drawn to this uncanny landscape:
a challenge. As Daniel Bürkner wrote in the journal Photography and Culture,
photographers who document Chernobyl are ‘always faced with the fact that the actual
radioactive threat remains invisible.’ Thompson puts the challenge of invisibility at the
centre of his work. His project meditates on the idea of the invisible, capturing a different
part of the electromagnetic spectrum that is usually off-limits to our eyes.

The 'Pripyat' sign inside the Chernobyl Nuclear Exclusion Zone, from the series The Red Forest (2012). Photo by Edward
Thompson

The Red Forest (2012) forms part of Thompson’s wider visual project which culminated
in the book ‘The Unseen: An Atlas of Infrared Plates’. Together, the photographs in this
photobook create an unsettling aesthetic. One of the most striking things about The
Unseen is not so much the ability to ‘render the invisible visible’, but rather to render the
ordinary strange. The upended visual pallet of the paprika and magenta hue has a
feeling of Brechtian estrangement, making ordinary landscapes appear alien. The
German playwright Bertolt Brecht wrote that the estrangement effect
(Verfremdungseffekt) means: ‘stripping the event of its self-evident, familiar, obvious
quality and creating a sense of astonishment and curiosity about them’. In Thompson’s
work, where trees and plants are recast as a mass of red foliage, this estrangement
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effect is complete. This visual project also reminded me of the psychological experience
of the uncanny, a concept developed by Sigmund Freud, where everyday objects or
landscapes are encountered in eerie and unsettling contexts. As anthropologist Yohei
Koyama has discussed a Toxic News article about Fukushima: radiated landscapes
especially have this ‘anxiety-provoking’ and uncanny characteristic.

Inside the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone: these pylons once carries electricity from Lenin Reactor 4, before the 1986 nuclear
meltdown. From the series The Red Forest (2012). Photo by Edward Thompson

The Unseen, which was designed by Teun van der Heijden, tells a story about the
environment that reaches beyond the spectre of nuclear pollution. It hints at other
environmental threats such as climate change, through photographs of melting glacial ice
caves which are turned a vibrant blue by the infrared film. Thompson documents overallclad bee keepers at a time when the global bee population is under threat; imaged
through the red glow of the infrared film, the beekeepers look like hazmat-suited
survivors in a dystopian future.
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From the series The Aviary (2015). Photo by Edward Thomson

As Thompson has described, although his work has taken him to various geographic
locations, ‘the real journey began through the research’. Much like the photobook
‘Monsanto: a photographic investigation’ by Matthew Asselin, and Susan Sontag’s call to
‘stand back and think’; creating The Unseen also involved a lot of academic
investigation. Thompson explored the history of infrared film through original Kodak
advertisements, library archives, and ‘forgotten experiments in antiquated scientific
journals’.
"This project records a unique moment in photographic history"
Beyond the aesthetic of estrangement, the project is also an ode to this antiquated
photographic technology. The entire book was shot with just 52 rolls of film: A film that
was fast going out of stock. Like with Arthur Bondar’s striking work ‘Signatures of War’,
which used outmoded polaroid photographs to document Ukraine’s last surviving WW2
veterans, Thompson’s work also records a unique moment in photographic history: the
last swan song of a fading medium. As photography critic Darren Campion wrote,
‘Thompson’s unsettling, vaguely dystopian vision is the collision of that supposedly
abandoned past with a world yet to come.’ With the photography world moving firmly
towards digital technologies, this project documents not only precarious polluted
environments, but a way of seeing that may never be seen again.
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Trees growing inside the abandoned city of Pripyat. From the series The Red Forest (2012). Photo by Edward Thompson

The iconic Ferris wheel inside the overgrown city of Pripyat, 3km from Chernobyl nuclear power plant. From the series The Red
Forest (2012). Photo by Edward Thompson
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A Ukrainian sign warning about about forest fires inside the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone. The 'Red Forest' near the damaged
reactor contains some of the highest levels of ionizing radiation anywhere in the Zone. From the series The Red Forest (2012).
Photo by Edward Thompson

An abandoned building in Chernobyl Exclusion Zone. Around 350,000 people were permanently evacuated because of the nuclear
accident. This is roughly the same population as the country of Iceland. From the series The Red Forest (2012). Photo by Edward
Thompson
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Many thanks to Edward Thompson for letting me use his images. You can buy a signed
copy of ‘The Unseen: An Atlas of Infrared Plates’ here. Follow Edward Thompson on
twitter here. And check out his website here.
If you are interested in academic research about Chernobyl and 'nuclear geography', you
can read more about my work here, here and here.
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Disposable Citizens: viewing Chernobyl
through the lens of those live there
Chernobyl inhabitants were given cameras to document their
everyday lives
Dr Thom Davies, Research Fellow at the Department of Sociology, University of Warwick
@ThomDavies
The Chernobyl nuclear accident in 1986 was by many measures the worst environmental
disaster in human history. Roughly ten times larger than the Fukushima accident that
would lay waste to swathes of Japan almost exactly 25 years later, Chernobyl remains a
worrying issue for thousands of people living in Ukraine today.
The number of premature deaths caused by the disaster has always been contested,¹
but the social and psychological impacts are less opaque. Over 350,000 people became
'nuclear refugees' in the wake of the accident, and today roughly 2.15 million people still
live on territory that the Ukrainian state has designated as contaminated by low level
radiation.¹ Harvard Professor Serhii Plokhy has just published the first comprehensive
historical book about the nuclear accident, titled 'Chernobyl: History of a Tragedy’. What
my research shows however, is that for those who still live on territory impacted by
radiation, this disaster is far from resigned to history, and is an ongoing experience.
Life is particularly hard for those who live on the edge of the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone,
a highly toxic and forbidden territory roughly the size of Greater London. The photo
project discussed here is not designed to reveal the scale of the tragedy, but its
intimacies: the personal, embodied, and everyday perspective. While Chernobyl has
become an avatar for living in what sociologist Ulrich Beck called a 'risk society', it is also
a place where people live, laugh, and fall in love. This academic and photographic
project is inspired by Adriana Petryna's work 'Life Exposed' where she described ‘the
blinding light delivered by Chernobyl’.
"Disposable" not only stands for the photographic medium used, but also the way many
people feel they have been treated by the Ukrainian state'
Disposable citizens is a photography project that reveals images made by people who
live in the radiated landscape around the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone in
Ukraine. Participants were given disposable cameras and asked to show what it is like to
live in the shadow of the nuclear disaster. This project formed part of my PhD research in
Ukraine, as I did ethnographic research in the villages and town that are still occupied
near Chernobyl.
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‘Disposable’ not only stands for the photographic medium used (outmoded single-use
35mm film cameras), but also the way many people feel they have been treated by the
Ukrainian state. Many people who live with Chernobyl believe they are regarded as
disposable citizens, abandoned by the government to an uncertain future.
The images they made provide an intimate look into the hidden geographies of
Chernobyl. In a landscape where the spectre of radiation is inherently invisible, being
able to see spaces beyond the observable becomes all the more important. It is an
ephemeral search for what Michel de Certeau called “spaces that cannot be seen.”
This collaborative project involved using forty disposable cameras. A selection of the
images from Disposable Citizens are shown below. You can find more here.

A pet cat stares at the camera near a bowl of half-prepared fish, caught from the river that runs past the abandoned Chernobyl
power plant. From the series 'Disposable Citizens' by Thom Davies

"Chernobyl" road sign inside the nuclear Exclusion Zone. From the series 'Disposable Citizens' by Thom Davies
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Guard dog. From the series 'Disposable Citizens' by Thom Davies

An elderly lady doing embroidery outside her rural home near the edge of the Exclusion Zone. From the series 'Disposable
Citizens' by Thom Davies
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A cow drinking in a field. From the series 'Disposable Citizens' by Thom Davies
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Drying fish caught in the local river. From the series 'Disposable Citizens' by Thom Davies

Memorial to the Great Patriotic War in the village of Orane, south of the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone. From the series 'Disposable
Citizens' by Thom Davies
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A woman hangs washing in her garden near Chernobyl. From the series 'Disposable Citizens' by Thom Davies

A man's thumb. From the series 'Disposable Citizens' by Thom Davies
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An abandoned home. From the series 'Disposable Citizens' by Thom Davies

A mother stares at her son who is photographing her in their back garden near the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone. From the series
'Disposable Citizens' by Thom Davies
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If you are interested in the academic research associated with this ethnographic project,
you can read more about it here, here and here. You can follow Thom Davies on twitter
here.

Footnotes
1. Reliable estimates on the number of premature deaths caused by Chernobyl vary
widely, from 4000 to 90,000 people.
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The derelict afterlives of para-nuclear waste
Becky Alexis-Martin explores the materiality of the nuclear
industry in a multi-sited photo-essay
Dr Becky Alexis-Martin, Senior Research Fellow in Human Geography at The University
of Southampton. @MysteriousDrBex
A layer of detritus festoons every abandoned filing cabinet and empty shelf. The fierce
midday sun pierces the hazy windows, causing suspended motes to shimmer in the
dustbeams, and cast long shadows across the concrete floor. This place once stored and
sold some of the discarded scientific equipment from Los Alamos Nuclear Laboratory,
serving as a para-nuclear waste repository for useable junk, ¹ originally created by the
American nuclear military industrial establishment. Now, the most interesting scientific
artefacts are long-gone from the Black Hole of Los Alamos, and all that remains is a
derelict husk of a building.
On the other side of the world, misplaced bunkers squat on chalky concrete foundations.
Ochre-streaked paint disintegrates to reveal scaly blisters of rust. The nearby officer’s
mess has already had several afterlives, and is now in a state of advanced decay,
repurposed as a makeshift home by some local families. The military church is
uninhabited and its cobblestone architecture is gradually succumbing to nature. Kiritimati
is an abject place, ² still scattered with relics of the nuclear imperialism that occurred
during the 1950s and 1960s. Considerable mythopoesis surrounds the H-bomb tests
undertaken here by the USA and UK, and veterans tell stories of x-ray hands and savage
sting rays.³ The island retains its dark nuclear heritage, and is visually polluted by the
material remnants of its past.
"Para-nuclear waste is not radioactive itself, but is an incidental by-product of the nuclear
military industrial complex"
Para-nuclear waste is the inert waste that has been created alongside radioactive waste.
It is not radioactive itself, but is an incidental by-product of the nuclear military industrial
complex. Para-nuclear waste has a physical presence, a materiality that ionising
radiation lacks. Instead, it emits ostranenie.⁴ It is out-of-place yet still familiar, having
transcended its original purpose. It is the rusting filaments of defunct laboratory
apparatus, the cracked lime concrete of abandoned military building foundations, the
deserted cabinets stuffed with obsolete secrets. The narrative of para-nuclear waste is
therefore constructed of mysterious endings and abandonments. It is often unmanaged
and unruly. It may end up in landfill or a school science laboratory. It may be sold off,
given away to the local community, or even left to decay in-situ for decades.
This photo essay includes incidental images that I have accumulated from 2016 to 2018,
during fieldwork in New Mexico, USA and Kiritimati in the South Pacific. Los Alamos
National Laboratory was the birthplace of the first American atomic bomb in 1945, and
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still functions as a nuclear weapon laboratory to this day. Kiritimati was occupied by the
UK and USA during a series of nuclear weapons tests from 1957 to 1963. It gained
independence in 1979, but still experiences developmental and environmental
challenges that are linked to its colonial past. The purpose of this photo essay is to gently
explore the diverse aspects of unmanaged para-nuclear waste, from the creation to the
detonation of the atomic bomb.⁵

At the Captain Cook hotel in Kiritimati, a repurposed chunk of concrete reveals the historic presence of RAF Royal Flying Corps
57 Squadron, a V bomber force who deployed H-bombs on the island. Photo by Becky Alexis-Martin

A sculpture of nuclear warfare transpiercing the Earth, constructed by anti-nuclear activist and Black Hole owner Ed Grothus
from para-nuclear waste and other materials in Los Alamos. Photo by Becky Alexis-Martin
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The daylight filters through an unearthed and derelict nuclear bunker on Kiritimati. Photo by Becky Alexis-Martin

Only a few shelved relics of the nuclear military industrial establishment remain inside the Black Hole of Los Alamos. Photo by
Becky Alexis-Martin
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A window is propped open by the locals who live inside this abandoned military building on Kiritimati. Photo by Becky AlexisMartin

Doomsday Stones of Los Alamos were never erected and remain in storage for perpetuity. Their construction was inspired by a
large chunk of seismicity-reducing black granite that Ed Grothus acquired at a Los Alamos Nuclear Laboratory auction. Photo by
Becky Alexis-Martin
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Each item of scientific para-nuclear waste was carefully catalogued for resale to schools, scientists and nuclear paraphernalia
enthusiasts. Photo by Becky Alexis-Martin

The derelict Church of High Technology, Los Alamos, a place to unworship the bomb. Photo by Becky Alexis-Martin
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The abandoned remains of the military church on Main Camp, Kiritimati. Photo by Becky Alexis-Martin

Unsold para-nuclear waste, viewed through the broken window of a cluttered storeroom in the Black Hole. Photo by Becky AlexisMartin
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An old Los Alamos salvage release tag. Photo by Becky Alexis-Martin

Various types of waste accumulate on Kiritimati. More needs to be done to tackle the extensive legacy of environmental harm that
has contributed to the pollution of this island paradise. Photo by Becky Alexis-Martin
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Becky Alexis-Martin is a Senior Research Fellow in Human Geography at the University
of Southampton. Her research interests are focused around the human experiences of
the international nuclear community. She has a forthcoming book on her nuclear
research with Pluto Press. Check out her recent Geography Compass article on 'Nuclear
Geography' here.
Footnotes and References
1. Para-nuclear waste is used here as a way to describe the nuclear connections of
non-radioactive waste from the nuclear military industrial establishment.
2. By abject, I mean a disturbance in the state of affairs by the presence of matter
being out of place. In this scenario, the abandoned para-nuclear waste and
remnants of nuclear imperialism on the island of Kiritimati provoke a sense of the
abject.
3. Oulton, W.E., 1987. Christmas Island cracker: an account of the planning and
execution of the British thermo-nuclear bomb tests, 1957. Thomas Harmsworth
Publishing.
4. Ostranenie (остранение) is used here to refer to the way that para-nuclear waste
objects become defamiliarised beyond of the setting of the nuclear military
industrial complex. Please see Shklovsky, Art as technique [1917]. Berlina, A.,
2018. “Let Us Return Ostranenie to Its Functional Role” On Some Lesser-Known
Writings of Viktor Shklovsky. Common Knowledge, 24(1), pp.8-25.
5. Peeples J. Toxic sublime: Imaging contaminated landscapes. Environmental
Communication: A Journal of Nature and Culture. 2011 Dec 1;5(4):373-92.
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Rare Earthenware: photography, pottery, and
pollution
Explore the toxic geographies of 'rare earth' minerals with
this original collaborative project
Dr Thom Davies, Research Fellow at the Department of Sociology, University of Warwick
@ThomDavies
The device that you are staring at contains Rare Earth: minerals that help construct the
digital devices of our late-modern lives. Though often unrecognized, rare earth metals
are crucial ingredients in many technological appliances. These seventeen sort-after
minerals are the flint tools of our digital age. The gadgets they enable have turned us into
walking periodic tables, with nearly two thirds of all chemical elements contributing to the
construction of a smartphone: Hafnium (Hf) enables the microchips in your laptops to be
extra small; Neodymium (Nd) powers the magnets that vibrate when you set your phone
to 'silent'; and Lanthanum (La) equips your phone’s small lens with the power to render
your ‘selfie’ visible. But before one can celebrate the apparent elemental alchemy that
these elements produce, the toxic legacies of using rare earth must not be overlooked.

Tailings Lake, Inner Mongolia: Liam Young, from Unknown Fields, collecting radioactive mud from the tailings lake at the
outflow of Baogang Iron and Steel Corporation. Film still from 'Rare Earthenware'

Research into E-waste has made it abundantly clear that the digital age is dirty.
Extracting rare earth is no exception: it is an extremely energy intensive process. It
involves open-cast mining, and the discharge of carcinogens, acids, heavy metals, and
radioactive materials into the environment. According to some estimates, for every tonne
of rare earth extracted from the ground, up to 12,000 cubic meters of toxic gas is
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released. This includes a polluted soup of sulphur dioxide, hydrofluoric acid, and sulfuric
acid, as well as 75 cubic meters of radioactive and acidic wastewater.
'The toxic geography of rare earth extraction is highly uneven.'
Like with so many environmental issues, the toxic geography of rare earth is highly
uneven: China currently exports 90% of the world’s rare earth minerals. This is not
because the country sits on the largest geologic deposits (roughly 37%), but is largely
because it is willing to do the grubby, radioactive, and polluting process of getting it out of
the ground.
Surprisingly, ‘rare earth’ elements are not that rare, with sizable deposits in California,
Sweden, Australia and beyond. But the environmentally costly nature of rare earth
processing has limited its geographic footprint. As Professor Saleem Ali explains:
‘processing sites are often more difficult to get permitted in developed countries and
hence lead to their location in developing countries’. Developed countries are happy to
receive the polished products of this toxic labour, but would rather not get their hands
dirty themselves. The technology giant Apple stated in their 2017 Environmental
Responsibility Report that they are hoping to ‘one day stop mining the earth altogether’,
but crucially they are not aiming to extend the lifespan of their disposable products.

Wind turbine blades lie stockpiled awaiting transport across the province. To support this massive program of renewable energy
growth local government has developed huge renewable energy business parks. This park in Jiuquan houses 4 wind-turbine
makers, employing 20,000 and producing 10,000 blades per annum. Photo by Tom Smith

If we as consumers are caught up in the maelstrom of environmental harm associated
with rare earth, so too are the potential solutions: rare earth metals are key to the
success of renewable energy. Both wind farms and solar panels rely on using elements
from this highly toxic extractive industry. The rare earth elements neodymium (Nd) and
dysprosium (Dy) help convert torque from a rotating wind turbines into electricity.
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Meanwhile solar panels rely on tellurium (Te), which is roughly three times rarer than
gold. To draw on philosopher C. West Churchman's concept, rare earth's relationship
with renewable energy presents a 'wicked problem'.
'Rare earth is so embedded into our globalised modes of consumption that it remains
hidden in plain view'
Despite the ubiquity of rare earth in our society, and the toxic problems it can cause, it is
a difficult issue to make visible. In part this is because the sites of extraction and
production are off-limits. But it is also because rare earth is so embedded into our
globalised modes of consumption that it remains hidden in plain view. Photographer
Toby Smith, together with 'nomadic design research studio' Unknown Fields address this
issue of invisibility head on in ‘Rare Earthenware’, a collaborative project involving
photography, documentary filming, and pottery.

The highly restricted Bayan Obo Rare Earth mine. The treasure mountain deposit is certainly the world’s largest and, as of 2005,
responsible for 45% of global rare earth metal production. Photographer Toby Smith gained access in 2010 by waiting until a
Chinese national holiday and working below the radar of the authorities. Photo by Tom Smith

Like in many toxic places, access was restricted to this rare earth mine. As he explains
on his website, he gained access to the mining area by 'hiding in the back of a pick-up
truck'. Using satellite images and GPS coordinates as a guide, he then 'ran the final
10km across the desert to the mine-edge with a discrete point and shoot
camera'. Standing on the edge of this man-made precipice, he began to take
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photographs, but visualising this toxic landscape was not without danger. As he
explained on the phone in an interview for this article:
‘When I saw the mine was deserted, the first thing that came across my mind was that it
could be a blast day: Often the only time the mine is empty is when they’re about to set a
blast off’.
Due to the increasing use of rare earth material within the global military industrial
complex, China has since made these sites prohibited areas of national security. Smith’s
photographs therefore present a unique window into the toxic process of rare earth
extraction. Faced with a mass of radioactive sludge and acidified soil, the Unknown
Fields collective took samples of the detritus, which they had analysed in the UK.
Instead of these the rare earth elements being transformed into a ubiquitous digital
device, artist Kevin Callaghan collaborated with Unknown Fields to turn this toxic sludge
into three unique vases. Each vase varied in size according to the amount of waste
created in the processes of making three common devices: a smartphone, a smart-car
battery, and a featherweight laptop. Toby Smith photographed this toxic journey from
source to vase, tracing the same geographic journey your device may have taken; from
Inner Mongolia to your pocket.

London Sculpture workshop, England: Three finished vases, conceived by Unknown Fields Division and produced with Kevin
Callaghan, a ceramics artist. These vases were displayed in the V and A Gallery in an exhibition titled “What is Luxury?” (2015).
Photo by Toby Smith

The innovative incorporation of materiality into the documentation of a toxic issue
reminds Hilda Hellström's project 'The Materiality of a Natural Disaster' (2012). Hellström
took clay and soil from land inside 12 mile Fukushima Exclusion Zone and made a series
of contaminated rice bowls. Tangentially, it also made me think of 'Does This Soup Taste
Ambivalent?’ by the United Brothers. In this provocative performative art piece, the
Japanese brothers also drew on the physical presence of toxicity, offering out soup made
from vegetables grown in Fukushima prefecture.
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As Unknown Fields describe in the academic journal Cultural Politics:
'These three “rare earthenware” vessels are the physical embodiment of a contemporary
global supply network that displaces earth and weaves matter across the planet. They
are presented as objects of desire, but their elevated radiation levels and toxicity make
them objects we would not want to possess. They represent the undesirable
consequences of our material desires.'
The film 'Rare Earthenware' made with Toby Smith documents a material journey from
container ship, to factory, to chemical refinery, to an irradiated 'minescape' in Inner
Mongolia, China. It reverses the voyage our digital devices make.

The massive centrifuges and grinding of a stage 1 rare earth refinery. Photo by Toby Smith

As China's thirst for coal continues to grow this open cast coal mine is being blasted, excavated and extracted by truck at breakneck speed. The mine is deep in the mountains of Inner Mongolia and is exploited by a number of firms simultaneously with cash
being paid by the tonne at the weighbridge. Photo by Toby Smith
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Coal trucks grind down-hill from Shiguai open-cast coal mine to the main-highway. Congestion at the highway, weighing points
and intersections often sees the vehicles jammed for days as China attempts to redistribute its coal. Photo by Toby Smith

A worker steams crystals from an industrial scale precipitator in a stage 1 rare earth refinery. The crystals contain an elevated
concentration of rare earth oxides that are then further refined before a usable concentration is achieved. Photo by Toby Smith
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A metal-worker extracts molten Lanthanum and Steel from a forge and decants into magnet moulds before they are polarised.
Photo by Toby Smith

A rare-earth refinery with centrifuges concentrates Rare Earth ore into industrial application before it is force dried into powder
form. Photo by Toby Smith
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A toxic lake of mine and refinery tailings stretch for over 6km from Baogang Iron and Steel Corporation. 10sq km toxic tailings
lake whereby 1 Tonne of Rare earth produces 75 tonnes of acidic waste water, a cocktail of acids, heavy metals, carcinogens and
radioactive material at 3 times background radiation. Photo by Toby Smith

View from Monkey Island above the bridge of the Container Gunhilde Maersk as she is loaded with cargo. Photo by Toby Smith
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View from Monkey Island above the bridge of the Container Gunhilde Maersk as she traverses the South China Sea. Photo by
Toby Smith

Mud from a radioactive tailings lake in Inner Mongolia is tested for radiation by Michael Lockyer in UCL Radiation Protection
Safety Services lab and found to be 3 times background. Photo by Toby Smith
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Kevin Callaghan uses mud from a radioactive tailings lake in Inner Mongolia to fashion a vase inspired by highly valuable Ming
dynasty porcelain. Photo by Toby Smith

Kevin Callaghan uses mud from a radioactive tailings lake in Inner Mongolia to fashion a vase inspired by highly valuable Ming
dynasty porcelain. Photo by Toby Smith
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Acknowledgements: Thanks to Toby Smith for his help in putting this article together.
You can check out his website here. And follow Toby on twitter here. Unknown Fields are
on twitter here. Thanks also to Ian Cook et al for pointing me in the direction of this
fascinating project.
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Graveyard of Giants: the Toxic Afterlives of
Ships
Explore the hazardous world of ship-breaking with
photographer Jan Møller Hansen
Dr Thom Davies, Research Fellow at the Department of Sociology, University of Warwick
@ThomDavies
As maritime geographer Kimberley Peters writes, ‘ships and the sea occupy the edges of
our consciousness; they are largely invisible and seemingly irrelevant in our everyday
lives.’ And yet, as she continues, almost everything in the room you are currently sitting
in has probably spent time at sea. The world’s cargo is transported by ocean: 90% of
everything is moved by the convenience of buoyancy. For all the billionaire-spaceships
and smart-cars of our age, the humble ship is the true vehicle of late-modernity;
mobilising neoliberalism in perfect containerized form.
Yet there remains something beguiling and opaque about the sea. Something the author
Rose George calls 'sea blindness'. As anthropologist Hannah Appel writes in her work
about offshore oil rigs; beyond the horizon the sea becomes a place of fantasy. For big
business, ‘the offshore has become a space of capitalist desire’: an unregulated and
unseen paradise, seemingly disentangled from the political, social, and environmental
responsibilities of the land. To draw on Anna Tsing’s work, the ocean gives the illusion of
being ‘entirely without friction’.
'In a nautical world of unregulated labour, ships become mobile spaces of inequality'
This apparent lack of friction can be read in the secretive world of Superyachts, where
'butlers in boardshorts' are denied basic labor rights. This pales when compared to life
onboard some of the 100,000 cargo ships that move nine tenths of the world’s stuff,
across two thirds of the planet’s surface. On some container ships exploitation is rife: in
one case, seafarers were forced to grow vegetables on deck as they waited for longoverdue wages. In a nautical world of unregulated labour, ships become mobile spaces
of inequality. As Global Policy Forum report, ‘accidental injury and fatality rates in
merchant shipping are among the highest in any industry.’
If the human cost of shipping is hidden, then the environmental impacts are even less
visible. In terms of Greenhouse gas emissions, the shipping industry contributes 2.4% of
the global total, putting maritime trade on par with Germany. The environmental damage
of the shipping industry is often only surfaced during large scale catastrophes. The
Torrey Canyon disaster in 1967 and the Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989 both became
visual icons for environmental harm. But the everyday mobility of the ships is also highly
polluting: many large ships run on ‘bunker oil’, low-grade marine fuel that contains 3,500
times more sulfur than regular diesel. Scientists estimate that medium sized cruise ships,
for example, can have the polluting impact of a million cars. These toxic outputs are not
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dispersed evenly across the vast expanses of the sea, but can become concentrated in
local geographies: the Hong Kong government estimate that half of the pollutants in the
port city originates from shipping.
'Hansen's photographs reveal the twisted metal and expendable lives of the shipbreaking
industry'
The life of a ship then, as its crisscrosses the world’s oceans, can be a major source of
pollution. But the ‘afterlives’ of ships too can create a toxic legacy. Photographer Jan
Møller Hansen has visualised the places where ships go to die, in his project ‘The
Graveyard of Giants’. In this photo series he gained access to Chittagong in Bangladesh,
the world’s largest shipbreaking yard. His images reveal the unregulated guts of this dirty
industry, exposing the twisted metal and expendable lives of shipbreaking in the Global
South. These striking images, of ships torn open and workers toiling in perilous
conditions, remind me of philosopher Achile Mbembe’s description of the ‘death-worlds’
that capitalism and colonialism have created: ‘new and unique forms of social existence
in which vast populations are subjected to conditions of life conferring upon them the
status of living dead.’
The scale and toxic impact of the ship breaking industry is startling. As the NGO
‘Shipbreaking Platform’ report, the first quarter of 2018 has seen 152 ships sold to the
polluted beaches of South Asia to be broken. In the same period, two workers have been
severely injured and ten have been killed by this dangerous industry. In other locations
too, workers have lost their lives: in March this year two labourers died in a toxic gas leak
in the Alang ship-breaking yard in Bhavnagar, India.

From the series The Graveyard of Giants. Photo by Jan Møller Hansen
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Scientific research has located high levels of plastic fragments in the beaches around
ship breaking yards, with ‘81 mg of small plastics fragments per kg of sediment’. Other
research has shown that a high concentration of heavy metals in the water near these
sites. The toxic contamination from breaking these vessels into sellable parts is not
restricted to the water or sediment: Nøst et al (2015) found high concentrations of toxic
emissions in the air near to ship breaking sites, with ‘elevated human health risks caused
by inhalation’.

'Countries in the Global North wash their hands of responsibility for the toxic impacts
their ships will cause'

Adding to this maritime geography of environmental injustice, scrap metal dealers often
re-register ships before their last journey to the beaches of South Asia. These ‘flags of
convenience’ mean countries in the Global North can wash their hands of responsibility
for the toxic impacts their ships will cause. Shipbreaking Platform - a Brussels-based
coalition of environmental, labour, and human rights groups - report that nearly half of the
ships sold to South Asia so far this year changed flag at the last minute, to be registered
with countries such as Saint Kitts and Nevis, or the East African archipelago of Comoros.
Although ship breaking takes place in 79 countries, most of the heaviest, dirtiest
dismantling occurs on the tidal beaches of the Global South. Echoing other
environmental injustice issues, the source of this trade in elderly ships comes from the
Global North. As Tony Puthucherril writes in his book about shipbreaking, ‘These yards
resemble huge battlefields with metal pieces, asbestos sheets, thermocol, glass bits,
equipment from the ship, oil, and other substances strewn all over'. Indeed, Hansen’s
images portray the materiality of pollution, in all its tangible, vibrant forms. In this sense
it reminds me of Toby Smith’s photographs of rare earth extraction in the collaborative
project ‘Rare Earthenware’. In ‘The Graveyard of Giants’ we are presented with the
monumental, the sublime, and the enormity of the ship’s afterlives.
In a forthcoming book, feminist environmental scientist Max Liboiron writes that ‘pollution
is colonialism’. Shipbreaking is a tragic example of this; how pollution is entangled into
multiple layers of colonialism, exploitation, and denial. Photography such as Hansen’s
can shine a light on the friction of global inequality, transfering the toxicity of shipbreaking
from ‘edges of our consciousness’ to the forefront of our minds.
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From the series The Graveyard of Giants. Photo by Jan Møller Hansen

From the series The Graveyard of Giants. Photo by Jan Møller Hansen.
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From the series The Graveyard of Giants. Photo by Jan Møller Hansen.

From the series The Graveyard of Giants. Photo by Jan Møller Hansen.
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From the series The Graveyard of Giants. Photo by Jan Møller Hansen.

From the series The Graveyard of Giants. Photo by Jan Møller Hansen.
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From the series The Graveyard of Giants. Photo by Jan Møller Hansen.
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From the series The Graveyard of Giants. Photo by Jan Møller Hansen.

From the series The Graveyard of Giants. Photo by Jan Møller Hansen.

Many thanks to Jan Møller Hansen for letting me publish his photographs. You can follow
him on Instagram here; find him on facebook here; and check out his website here.
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Treasure: Landscapes of the U.S. Strategic
Petroleum Reserve
Paul Shambroom visualises the invisible landscapes of the
US oil reserve
Dr Thom Davies, Research Fellow at the Department of Sociology, University of Warwick
@ThomDavies
In his artistic statement quoted below, photographer Paul Shambroom asks: ‘How does
one photograph something that can't be seen?’ This is a fundamental question at the
heart of all the projects in this ‘Toxic Visions’ Special Issue of Toxic News. Often the
materiality of pollution is too minute to be captured by a camera; too huge to be placed
inside one frame; or too complex to be reducible to image alone. Simply put,
photographing pollution can be a conversation with the invisible. Despite this
challenge, Shambroom has photographed many different toxic issues, from the industrial
floors of factories, to nuclear weapons repositories; and from hazmat suited officials, to
clinical laboratories.
Shambroom’s project ‘Treasure: Landscapes of the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve’ is
a great example of what Susan Sontag meant when she said ‘There’s nothing wrong with
standing back and thinking.’ In this series of four photographs, Shambroom literally
stands back, using the distance between himself and his subject to realise the enormity
and secrecy of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve. Though the focus of his attention, the
industrial infrastructure captured in his images plays second fiddle to the natural
landscape in which it sits.
His work also involved a lot of contemplation. As he explains below, he was inspired by
Dutch landscape paintings 'whose fluffy clouds and bucolic countryside spoke of that
nation's prosperity.' Although vital to American global military prosperity, the strategic
petroleum reserve captured by Shambroom are highly restricted spaces: industrial zones
that support a certain version of prosperity and hegemony, but remain just out of reach.
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‘A painting that helped inspire my approach - energy production in a prosperous society’. Painting by Jacob van Ruisdael, 1670

The inspiration Shambroom took from landscape paintings, such as Jacob van
Ruisdael’s masterpiece from the Dutch Golden Age, reminds me of other work that has
used paintings of the past to inspire contemporary explorations of pollution. For example,
geographer John Thornes interpreted Claude Monet's London Series (1899–1905) to
estimate air pollution at the turn of the 20th century. As he explains in this article, these
paintings present ‘a remarkable visual record of London’s climate and air quality at that
time.’ Monet was very aware that the images of London’s infamous 'pea soup' could
fetch good money from tourists, but his artistic observations have also been valuable to
geographers today who are researching the climate of the past.
Although the subterranean strategic reserves that Shambroom pictures contain enough
volume to house entire skyscrapers, the landscapes he photographs often do not appear
on maps. As he explains, ‘the government goes to great lengths to discourage attention.’
The sense of dislocation that these images create are executed by their captions, which
portray the massive volumes of oil that are in the picture, yet out of sight : “222.1 million
barrels, West Hackberry, Louisiana” The tension between the subject of the photographs
and its invisibility inherent invisibility reminds me of Edward Thompson’s series ‘The Red
Forest’ where he documents invisible radiation in Chernobyl.
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240.5 million barrels, Bryan Mound, Texas. Photo by Paul Shambroom

222.1 million barrels, West Hackberry, Louisiana. Photo by Paul Shambroom
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166.7 million barrels, Big Hill, Texas. Photo by Paul Shambroom

73.1 million barrels, Bayou Choctaw, Louisiana. Photo by Paul Shambroom
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Paul Shambroom's statement about the project can be read below. Please note that he
wrote these words in 2008 and they do not reflect changes in the current environmental,
political or economic situations involving the U.S:
Treasure: Landscapes of the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve
The U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) consists of 700 million barrels of crude oil in
underground storage facilities along the Gulf coast of Texas and Louisiana. It was created after
the 1973 Arab oil embargo to lessen the impact of future disruptions of America's foreign oil
supply. The sites are built on naturally occurring salt domes. The oil is stored below ground in
multiple caverns formed by injecting massive quantities of water into the salt. Each cavern is
approximately 200 feet wide and 2000 feet deep, large enough to contain the Sears Tower. Oil is
transported in and out of the sites by buried pipelines connected to the region's extensive
petroleum industry infrastructure. The Energy Policy Act of 2005 directed that the Reserve be
expanded to a capacity of one billion barrels. This will be done by enlarging three existing sites
and adding an additional one in Mississippi.
There is very little to see above ground at the SPR sites- pipes, some tanks, a few buildings for
maintenance, administration and security personnel and equipment. The oil below the surface is
essentially invisible, as there is no human access inside the caverns. Still, the government goes to
great lengths to discourage attention. These sites are designated as "critical assets" and protected
by heavily armed private guards. Location maps have been removed from the Department of
Energy Web site since 9/11, although aerial photos and coordinates are still available at watchdog
Web sites and even on Google Earth.
To the best of my knowledge it is completely legal in the United States to photograph anything
that can be seen from public land and roads (with just a few exceptions for certain military and
nuclear power installations). Neither the Patriot Act nor any other post-9/11 legislation has
changed this. Nevertheless, since 9/11 many photographers attempting to photograph government
buildings and installations, as well as industrial and transportation sites, have been harassed,
detained, and had cameras, film and memory cards confiscated by police and private security
officers. The Department of Energy did agree to let me photograph from outside the sites without
hindrance and allowed me to visit inside one site, but only after lengthy negotiations.
How does one photograph something that can't be seen? My approach was to work from a
distance to incorporate the land and water over the storage caverns, and include lots of sky. I took
inspiration from 17th century Dutch landscape paintings, whose fluffy clouds and bucolic
countryside spoke of that nation's prosperity. For a while back in the twentieth century the United
States enjoyed similar prosperity, with a seemingly limitless supply of petroleum to power
industry and automobiles. The oil supply was truly "out of sight, out of mind".
Today it is very much on our minds. The hundreds of millions of barrels of oil beneath these
idyllic landscapes offer a very thin veneer of protection to our economy and way of life. By
government estimates, the Strategic Petroleum Reserve could replace foreign oil imports for 59
days. Then the tap would be empty.
- Paul Shambroom (2008)
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Many thanks to Paul Shambroom for letting me discuss his work. You can view his
website here and the original project here.
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Voyage on the planet: contemplating pollution
with Chih Chiu
Read an interview and photo essay about Chih Chiu's thought
provoking work
Dr Thom Davies, Research Fellow at the Department of Sociology, University of Warwick
@ThomDavies
Some photographers and artists simply document pollution. They bear witness to the
many social injustices that toxicity produces. In that witnessing there is the hope, at least,
that opinions may change, and political action may take place. Others attempt something
more poignant. Taiwanese designer Chih Chiu created a body of work titled 'A Voyage
on the Planet' that speaks to the fragility of the environment, and our own vulnerability.
At first sight Chih Chiu's provocation may be seen as firmly in the realm of science
fiction. His plant-based breathing apparatus conjures up a dystopian world where even
breathing needs special equipment. Yet his conceptualisation reminded me of Nick
Shapiro's recent work with Public Lab, where he experiments with using plants to
filter formaldehyde pollution. As Nick explained during the Toxic Expertise annual
workshop, the road to detoxification does not only involve revealing the source of toxic
harm.
Intrigued by Chih Chiu's project, I contacted him and read the artists statement that went
with the project:
'Owing to the subtle and mysterious sense of the world in a constant state of flux, we
have desire to explore the unknown. With essence from where we spiritually belong to,
we never get lost.'
Wanting to find out more, I asked him some questions. As he explained, his project has
been used successfully in India to protest the placement of a landfill site:
What inspired you to create the 'Voyage on the Planet'?
I was inspired by my own life path. I moved to China when I was very young. Back in
those times the living quality was tough for a young kid like me. But I appreciate these
experience which equipped me with adaptability in any fast-changing situation, while
keeping the idea of home in mind. The plant means something I brought from home to
start an adventure with.
Your project is very thought provoking. What role do you think art and
photography can have in protecting the environment?
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I admire people's creativity and their way to use the power of art. Being exhibited is one
way to provoke the public, but the most impressive thing for me was when some people
from India asked for my permission to reproduce this work by themselves. They used the
artwork to negotiate with local government on a landfill plan in their city centre. They
made it, they won the negotiation, the government cancelled the plan. I was not sure
about how much my work contributed to the negotiation but it's great to be involved.
What is the overall message of the project?
We have to move forward for sure, but don't forget where we come from.

Please find some photographs of Chih Chiu's 'Voyage on the planet' below:

The transparent rucksack contains a plant, which connects to breathing apparatus: "The plant means something I brought from
home to start an adventure with." From the series A Voyage on the Planet. Conceptualised and photographed by Chiu Chih
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A lady wearing Chiu Chih's contraption walks through an urban wasteland. From the series A Voyage on the Planet.
Conceptualised and photographed by Chiu Chih

From the series A Voyage on the Planet. Conceptualised and photographed by Chiu Chih
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From the series A Voyage on the Planet. Conceptualised and photographed by Chiu Chih

Dust rises from a ruined building in the background. From the series A Voyage on the Planet. Conceptualised and photographed
by Chiu Chih

Chih is a designer from Taiwan. He recently graduated with MA and MSc from Innovation
Design Engineering at Royal College of Art and Imperial College London.
Many thanks to Chiu Chih for answering my questions and allowing me to showcase his
facinating project. You can check out his website here. Thanks also to Dan Webster for
pointing me in the direction of Chiu Chih's work.
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Toxic Expertise Annual Workshop 2018
An overview of the 3rd annual Toxic Expertise workshop
Dr Loretta Lou, Research Fellow in the Department of Sociology, University of Warwick
On 15-16 May 2018, the Toxic Expertise team held its third annual workshop at the Arden
Conference Centre, University of Warwick. Funded by the European Research Council
and the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme, the twoday workshop brought together 14 scholars from across the U.K., the U.S.A, Canada,
Europe, and Africa. Despite their differences in methodological and disciplinary
approaches, all of our participants address the theme of this year’s workshop in their own
unique ways.
'In a world full of contested toxic hazards, how pollution is made visible - or rendered
unknowable - is of critical concern'
This year our workshop focused on two themes: the (in)visibility of pollution and
environmental justice, or the lack thereof. In a world full of contested toxic hazards, how
pollution is made visible - or rendered unknowable - is of critical concern for social
scientists. We are particularly interested in how pollution is made known to us through our
senses, as well as cases in which toxins are undetectable through human sensory
perceptions. As we know, the long-term health impacts of toxic contamination are often
elusive and that making such pollution known is not only extremely difficult but also a
contested social and political process. Even when affected communities can ‘sense’ or
‘measure’ the pollution surrounding them, converting that knowledge into environmental
justice movements is not a straightforward matter.
Using visibility as a starting point, the speakers explored toxicity through a broad range of
methods, including participant-observation, ethnography, storytelling, spatial data
analysis, among others. On day one, the workshop was opened by the Toxic Expertise
team, followed by two intriguing panels in the afternoon. In the first panel, Sophia Jaworski
showed how aesthetics practices such as drawing can help chemically sensitive women
to foster dialogues surrounding invisible environmental hazards that are otherwise difficult
to capture through more traditional ethnographic methods. Continuing the (in)visbility
theme, Tom Widger argued against the conventional visibility/invisibility divide through his
ethnography of the debate over the aetiology of CKDu in Sri Lanka. Finally, Nick Shapiro
invited us to rethink if detoxification can only be achieved by pinpointing the sources of
toxicity and stamping them out, thus once again challenged the visibility/invisibility divide.
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In the second panel, speakers explored how toxicity and pollution are made known through
the senses. Nirmal Purwar discussed walking as a way of knowing in her study of litter in
the city. Likewise, Marco Armiero argued that ‘bodytelling’ or bodily narratives of
contamination might be the only way to tell the story of pollution for many subaltern
communities. In similar vein, Louise Rondel examined how toxicity is revealed/masked in
the beauty salon industry in London.

Professor Gordon Walker talks about his research into nano-particles, on a panel with Christian Nold and Coraline Goron. Photo
by Thom Davies

On day two, the workshop began with Gordon Walker’s paper on nano-particulates and
their implications for our understanding of risk and justice. The second paper, by Christian
Nold, illustrated how low-cost sensor systems contribute to a new kind of ‘neoenvironmental’ sensing. Next, Coraline Goron demonstrated how environmental
information on Chinese social media is manipulated by the state. In a nutshell, all the
papers in this panel highlighted the possibilities and limitations of new environmental
knowledge.
After a short break, planner scholar Yasminah Beebeejaun drew on her fieldwork in the
U.K. and the U.S. to examine community expertise in relation to the politics of shale gas
extraction; while Kallista Bley presented a case of ‘slow violence’ in a highly productive
agricultural region in the U.S.A. In the last panel, John Baeten and Becky Alexis-Martin
presented two different but equally fascinating cases of toxic legacies. Using Minnesota’s
Mesabi Iron Range as a case study, archaeologist and environmental historian John
Baeten provided a geospatial approach to recreate an historic mining landscape over a
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120-year period. Becky Alexis-Martin, who had recently returned from her fieldwork on the
toxic legacies of nuclear weapons testing in the South Pacific, shared with us the raciallycharged interactions between the British nuclear test veterans and the indigenous
communities—brought together by what one might call ‘nostalgia tourism’.
The annual workshop concluded with a roundtable discussion exploring some of the
emerging themes in the study of toxicity and environmental justice. On behalf of the Toxic
Expertise team, I would like to thank all of our participants for making the workshop a
success. Our team got a great deal out of it intellectually and we hope our participants felt
the same as well.

Nuclear geographer Becky Alexis-Martin discusses her ethnographic research in Kiribati. Photo by Thom Davies
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